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Books are one of my favourite ways to start
conversations with children about emotions and feelings.

This World Book Day I am going to share some of my
favourites 

A reassuring picture book encouraging
children to open up about their fears
and anxieties to help manage their
feelings.

The perfect book to soothe worries
during stressful times.

Wherever Jenny goes, her worries
follow her - in a big blue bag. They are
with her all the time - at school, at
home, when she is watching TV and even in
the bathroom! Jenny decides they have
to go, but who will help her get rid of
them?

A funny and reassuring look at dealing
with worries and anxiety, to be used as a
spring board into important
conversations with your child.

Recommended and adopted by parenting blogs,
bereavement support groups and social
service agencies, military library services,

church groups, and educators, The Invisible
String offers a very simple approach to

overcoming loneliness, separation, or loss with
an imaginative twist that children easily
understand and embrace, and delivers a

particularly compelling message in today's
uncertain times.

While using a simple metaphor of a
bucket and a dipper, author Carol
McCloud illustrates that when we

choose to be kind, we not only fill the
buckets of those around us, but also
fill our OWN bucket! Conversely, when

we choose to say or do mean things, we
are dipping into buckets. All day long,
we are either filling up or dipping into
each other's buckets by what we say
and what we do. When you're a bucket
filler, you make the world a better

place to be! This 32-page picture book is
perfect for children, parents,

grandparents, teachers and people
that want to teach empathy, nurture,

kindness and create a positive
environment in their home, classroom,

workplace and community.

A gentle exploration of
feelings for young and

old alike.
One day, Colour Monster

wakes up feeling very
confused. His emotions
are all over the place;
he feels angry, happy,

calm, sad and scared all
at once! To help him, a
little girl shows him

what each feeling means
through colour.

https://www.elsa-support.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/Tangle-it-easter-1.pdf

